Gourmet Jury Indulges At Court Expense

By J. E. BLECK
Of the Journal Staff

A committee of men and women who have spent hundreds of dollars on meals at the city's finest restaurants will be the guests of Judge Harold B. Wilson this Friday as the Oklahoma County judges will enjoy a fine dining experience at the city's finest restaurants.

The banquet, which is a rarity in the state, will be held at the Oklahoma City Club, a private club where members are the judges of the state. The banquet will feature a three-course meal, including a salad, main course, and dessert, all prepared by the club's renowned chef.

The banquet is expected to be a social event, with judges and other guests mingling and enjoying each other's company. The event is open to the public, and tickets are available for purchase.

Tall Heavy

Bombs Wreck Big Hospital

STOCKHOLM (UPI) — North Field, one of the busiest oil fields in the world, was hit by four massive bombs early today, causing widespread destruction and killing at least 40 people.

The bombs, which were believed to have been planted by the North Vietnamese Army, exploded almost simultaneously, killing and injuring hundreds of people. The explosions were heard for miles around, and the area was left in ruins.

Witnesses said that the bombs were planted near the North Vietnamese border, and that the attack was likely a retaliation for previous military actions.

The incident has sparked international concern, with leaders calling for an immediate investigation. The United Nations has been called in to assist with the reconstruction efforts.

55 Fliers Missing In North

SANDON (UPI) — The U.S. Air Force on Friday announced that 55 American fliers, believed to be prisoners of war, had been confirmed as missing in action in Vietnam.

The announcement came as a shock to families and friends of the missing fliers, who have been waiting for news of their loved ones for months. The Air Force said that the fliers were likely killed in a bombing raid over North Vietnam.

The fliers were part of a larger group of American military personnel who were captured by North Vietnamese forces in previous conflicts. The Air Force has been working to locate and rescue all of the missing fliers.

Protests Set For Inaugural

By United Press International

Plans for "massive anti-Washington demonstrations" in the U.S. capital on Jan. 20, a day after the inauguration of President-elect Richard Nixon, were announced today.

The demonstrators are expected to gather in large numbers to protest against the new administration's policies, which they believe will lead to increased warfare and repression.

The protests will include a variety of groups, including students, workers, and activists. The organizers have called for a "massive" show of strength to send a clear message to the new administration.

Inside News

Workers Get Parties, Bonuses

Christmas Feasting Starts

By STEVE DECKER
Of the Journal Staff

It wasn't quite the right Christmas Eve dinner, but workers at the Arizona factory who assembled the Christmas tree became part of the factory's tradition.

A survey of several hundred workers at the factory revealed that 80% had eaten dinner at the factory on Christmas. The workers said they enjoyed the food and the company's holiday spirit.

The factory has a tradition of giving workers a free Christmas dinner at the factory, and this year's dinner included a variety of foods, including turkey, ham, and vegetables.

"It was a great way to end the year," said one worker. "We've been looking forward to this all year."
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2 Brothers Jailed In Kidnapping Of Socialite

Mayor Backs Change In Zoning Ordinance

Bell Permitted In Satellite Field

Concerts Find Night Slot

Robbers Drop Loot, Escape
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Pollsters Valuable

It's obvious — you stabbed yourself!

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Bill Tharp
Beginning to Look Like Christmas

The people in my neighborhood are beginning to look like Christmas. They're all beginning to put up their decorations. I know it's just the beginning of the season, but it's starting to look like Christmas. The lights are on and the trees are all decorated. It's starting to feel like Christmas.
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Paul Harvey
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The people in my neighborhood are beginning to look like Christmas. They're all beginning to put up their decorations. I know it's just the beginning of the season, but it's starting to look like Christmas. The lights are on and the trees are all decorated. It's starting to feel like Christmas.
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Navy Football No Breeze
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Bookmakers Don't Gamble

National Briefs

Navy Badgers Critical Worker

World Briefs

Bomb Victims Sent Regrets

New Soviet Missiles Bogged

Federal Funds Sought

Bartlett Hears Schools' Plea

Hanoi Requests Allied Help

Illegal Charter Flights Strand 500

Berman's Bones Believed Found

Red Leaders Denounce U.S.

Wyoming Suit Names State Mine Promoter
Religion Breakfast Slated

Church Events

New Pastor Begins Duties

Dr. Harvey Sets Rally

'Faith In Action' Telecast To Kick Off Key 73 Action

PRAY AT NOON
Join in daily prayer for Key 73, the movement of most denominations and religious groups to bring the message of Christ to all persons in North America in 1973.

Join with us...
State Senators Get Committee Positions

Terrill Challenges Silent Vote Law

Zoo's Wanted Poster Locates Rare Monkey

Yule Lighting Prizes Given

Charge Declined

Pedestrian Killed On May Avenue
THE GUYS JEANS GIRLS LOVE

COME A F-L-Y-I-N-G...
Get yourself a pair of Male jeans to love.

Wide Selection To Choose From:

BRUSHED DENIM
The baggy look with the tight fit. With scoop or slant pockets. Red, Black or Brown. 22 to 30" bell bottoms.

Corduroy
Super low rise. Super bell bottoms. Brushed corduroy or woven and wide wale corduroy. 30" bell bottoms. Grey, Black, Green or blue.

$10 to $12

Brushed Denim
Super low rise with super bell bottoms. Red or Brown Plaid. 40" super bell bottoms.

$12 to $14

Denim
Hi-rise with button through front. Grey, pink or blue denim. 30" bell bottoms.

$13

Blue Denim
With the baggy look, no cuffs. 34" bell bottoms.

$9

Blue Denim
Super low rise with 32" bell bottoms.

$8.50

Velour
Super low rise with super bell bottoms. Navy blue and maroon, 30" bell bottoms.

$15

Gifts Wrapped Free!

Change into Male

and/or

207 S.W. 25th
(Commerce Street)

Pants and Sweats

Give A Gift Certificate

Capitol Hill

LTD.